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1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1940, Ulam 11 raised the following problem: Given a group G , a1
Ž .metric group G with a metric d ?, ? , and an e ) 0, find a d ) 0 such2
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..that, if f : G “ G satisfies d f xy , f x f y F d for all x, y g G , then1 2 1
Ž Ž . Ž ..there exists a homomorphism g : G “ G such that d f x , g x F e for1 2
all x g G . For Banach spaces the Ulam problem was first solved by Hyers1
w x5 . In particular, Hyers proved the following theorem:
Let f : E “ E be a function between Banach spaces such that the inequality1 2
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5f x q y y f x y f y F « holds for some « G 0 and for all x, y g E . Then1
5 Ž . Ž .5there exists a unique additi¤e function A: E “ E with f x y A x F « for1 2
Ž .any x g E . Moreo¤er, if f tx is continuous in t for each fixed x g E , then the1 1
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w x w xHyers 5 and Ulam 11 call this property the stability of the functional
Ž . Ž . Ž .equation f x q y s f x q f y .
w xIn 1978, Rassias 8 generalized the theorem of Hyers significantly by
considering the case where the relevant inequality is not bounded. Indeed,
he proved the following theorem:
Given 0 F p - 1 and u G 0, if a function f : E “ E satisfies the inequality1 2
p p5 5 5 5f x q y y f x y f y F u x q yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y g E , then there exists a unique additive function A: E “ E such1 1 2
that
2u p5 5f x y A x F xŽ . Ž . p2 y 2
Ž .for any x g E . Moreover, if f tx is continuous in t for each fixed x g E ,1 1
then the function A is linear.
This property is called the Hyers]Ulam]Rassias stability of the additive
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Cauchy functional equation f x q y s f x q f y on E , E . This ter-1 2
minology is also applied to other functional equations.
w x w xThe result of Rassias 8 was further generalized by Rassias 9 , Rassias
Ï w x w x w xand Semrl 10 , Gavruta 3 , and Jung 7 . We here introduce a theorem ofÏ Ï
w xGavruta 3 :Ï Ï
THEOREM 1. Let G be an abelian group and E a Banach space. Denote
w .by w : G = G “ 0, ‘ a function such that
‘
yn ny1 ny1F x , y [ 2 w 2 x , 2 y - ‘Ž . Ž .Ý
ns1
for all x, y g G. If a function f : G “ E satisfies the inequality
f x q y y f x y f y F w x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any x, y g G, then there exists a unique additi¤e function A: G “ E such
that
f x y A x F F x , xŽ . Ž . Ž .
for each x g G.
w xDuring the 17th ISFE, Davison 2 introduced the functional equation
f xy q f x q y s f xy q x q f y 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
and asked for the general solution if the domain and range of f are
Ž .assumed to be commutative fields.
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w x ŽBenz 1 proved that every continuous solution f : R “ R the set of
. Ž . Ž .reals of 1 is of the form f x s ax q b, where a and b are arbitrary
w xconstants. Girgensohn and Lajko 4 have obtained the general solution ofÂ
Ž .the Davison functional equation 1 without any regularity assumptions on
Ž .f. They proved that every solution f : R “ R of 1 has the form
f x s A x q b ,Ž . Ž .
where A: R “ R is an additive function and b g R is an arbitrary
constant.
In this paper, we prove the Hyers]Ulam]Rassias stability of the Davi-
Ž .son functional equation 1 by following an idea of Girgensohn and LajkoÂ
and by using Theorem 1.
2. MAIN RESULT
From now on, let E be a normed algebra with a unit element 1 and let1
w .E be a Banach space. Let f : E = E “ 0, ‘ be a function with2 1 1
‘
yn ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1F x , y [ 2 w 2 x , 2 y q w 2 x , 0 q w 0, 2 y - ‘Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
ns1
w .for all x, y g E , where the function w : E = E “ 0, ‘ is defined by1 1 1
x y 2 x y 2 y y
w x , y [ f y , y q f y , y q 1 q f x y ,Ž . ž /ž / ž /2 6 3 2 6 3 3 3
for any x, y g E .1
THEOREM 2. If a function f : E “ E satisfies the inequality1 2
f xy q f x q y y f xy q x y f y F f x , y 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y g E , then there exists a unique additi¤e function A: E “ E1 1 2
such that
f x y A x y f 0 F w x , 0 q F x , x 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x g E .1
Ž .Proof. If we replace y by y q 1 in 2 , we have
f xy q x q f x q y q 1 y f xy q 2 x y f y q 1 F f x , y q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
4Ž .
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Ž . Ž .for any x, y g E . Thus, it follows from 2 and 4 that1
f xy q f x q y q f x q y q 1 y f y y f xy q 2 x y f y q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F f xy q f x q y y f xy q x y f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q f xy q x q f x q y q 1 y f xy q 2 x y f y q 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F f x , y q f x , y q 1Ž . Ž .
for x, y g E .1
Replacing x by xr2 and y by 2 y in the last inequality, we obtain
x x
f xy q f q 2 y q f q 2 y q 1Ž . ž / ž /2 2
yf 2 y y f xy q x y f 2 y q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
x x
F f , 2 y q f , 2 y q 1ž / ž /2 2
Ž .for x, y g E . From 2 and the last relation we get1
x x
f q 2 y q f q 2 y q 1ž / ž /2 2
yf x q y y f 2 y y f 2 y q 1 q f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
x x
F f xy q f q 2 y q f q 2 y q 1Ž . ž / ž /2 2
yf 2 y y f xy q x y f 2 y q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
q yf xy y f x q y q f xy q x q f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
x x
F f , 2 y q f , 2 y q 1 q f x , yŽ .ž / ž /2 2
for x, y g E . If we replace x by x y y in the above inequality, then we get1
x 3 x 3
f q y q f q y q 1 y f x y f 2 y y f 2 y q 1 q f yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /2 2 2 2
x y x y
F f y , 2 y q f y , 2 y q 1 q f x y y , yŽ .ž / ž /2 2 2 2
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for every x, y g E . If we substitute yr3 for y in the last inequality, we1
have
x y x y 2 2 y
f q q f q q 1 y f x y f y y f y q 1 q fŽ .ž / ž / ž /ž / ž /2 2 2 2 3 3 3
x y 2 x y 2 y y
F f y , y q f y , y q 1 q f x y ,ž /ž / ž /2 6 3 2 6 3 3 3
s w x , y 5Ž . Ž .
for any x, y g E .1
Let us define functions g, h: E “ E by1 2
g x s f 2 xr3 q f 2 xr3 q 1 y f xr3 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
6Ž .
h x s f xr2 q f xr2 q 1Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x g E .1
Ž . Ž .From 5 and 6 we obtain the following inequality concerning the
Pexider equation,
h x q y y f x y g y F w x , y 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y g E .1
Ž .Putting y s 0 in 7 we get
h x y f x y g 0 F w x , 0 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .for every x g E . Analogously, if we put x s 0 in 7 , we have1
h y y f 0 y f y F w 0, y 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for each y g E .1
We now define a function H: E “ E by1 2
H x s h x y f 0 y g 0 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x in E .1
Ž . Ž .It follows from 7 ] 10 that
H x q y y H x y H yŽ . Ž . Ž .
s h x q y y h x y h y q f 0 q g 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F h x q y y f x y g y q f x y h x q g 0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q g y y h y q f 0Ž . Ž . Ž .
F w x , y q w x , 0 q w 0, yŽ . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y g E .1
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According to Theorem 1, there exists a unique additive function A:
E “ E such that1 2
H x y A x F F x , x 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for any x g E .1
Ž . Ž . Ž .Hence, by 8 , 10 , and 11 , we easily see that
f x y f 0 y A x F f x q g 0 y h xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
q h x y f 0 y g 0 y A xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .
F w x , 0 q F x , xŽ . Ž .
for any x in E . This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1
If the function f in Theorem 2 is assumed to be continuous at a point,
then the additive function A is linear. By using an idea from a book by
w xHyers, et al. 6 , we can prove the following corollary.
w .Let us define a function c : E = E “ 0, ‘ byn 1 1
c x , y [ 2ynf 2 ny1 x , 2 ny1 yŽ . Ž .n
Ž .for each n g N the set of natural numbers .
 4COROLLARY 3. Assume that c con¤erges to 0 uniformly and that f isn
continuous e¤erywhere. Suppose that a function f : E “ E satisfies the1 2
Ž .inequality 2 for all x, y g E . If f is continuous at a point y g E , then the1 0 1
additi¤e function A: E “ E gi¤en in Theorem 2 is e¤erywhere continuous.1 2
Proof. According to Theorem 2, there exists a unique additive function
Ž .A: E “ E satisfying the inequality 3 for all x in E .1 2 1
Assume that the additive function A is not continuous. Then we can
 4choose a sequence x in E with the propertiesn 1
x “ 0 and A x “ ‘.Ž .n n
as n “ ‘.
Ž .In view of the continuity of f at y and 3 , there exist an integer n ) 00 0
and real constants « ) 0, M ) 0 such that n G n implies0
A x s A y q x y A yŽ . Ž . Ž .n 0 n 0
F A y q x y f y q x q f 0Ž . Ž . Ž .0 n 0 n
q f y y A y y f 0Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0
q y q x y f yŽ . Ž .0 n 0
F w y q x , 0 q F y q x , y q xŽ . Ž .0 n 0 n 0 n
q w y , 0 q F y , y q «Ž . Ž .0 0 0
- M ,
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which is contrary to our assumption. Hence, we conclude that the additive
function A is continuous.
3. SOME EXAMPLES
In the following example, the Hyers]Ulam stability of the Davison
functional equation is shown.
w .EXAMPLE 4. Given « G 0, if we define the function f : E = E “ 0, ‘1 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .by f x, y [ « , then we have w x, y s 3« and F x, y s 9« for all
x, y g E . On account of Theorem 2, we can conclude that if a function f :1
E “ E satisfies the inequality1 2
f xy q f x q y y f xy q x y f y F « 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all x, y g E , then there exists a unique additive function A: E “ E1 1 2
5 Ž . Ž . Ž .5such that f x y A x y f 0 F 12« for all x g E .1
w xThe following example reminds us of the famous theorem of Rassias 8
which was cited in the Introduction of this paper.
Ž .EXAMPLE 5. Given « G 0 and p g 0, 1 , define the function f : E =1
w .E “ 0, ‘ by1
5 5 p 5 5 pf x , y [ « x q y .Ž . Ž .
Then we have
pppy 2 q 1 2p1yp 5 5w x , y s 1 q 2 « x y q « y q « y q 1Ž . Ž . p3 3 3
1qppy 2 q 1 p1yp 5 5F 1 q 2 « x y q « y q «Ž . p3 3
\ k x , y q « ,Ž .
and
‘
yn ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1F x , y s 2 w 2 x , 2 y q w 2 x , 0 q w 0, 2 yŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
ns1
‘
yn ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1F 2 k 2 x , 2 y q k 2 x , 0 q k 0, 2 y q 3«Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý
ns1
k x , yŽ .
s 3« q 1q2 p p2 y 2
- ‘.
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Hence, it follows from Theorem 2 that if a function f : E “ E satisfies1 2
Ž .the inequality 2 for all x, y g E , then there exists a unique additive1
function A: E “ E such that1 2
f x y A x y f 0 F w x , 0 q F x , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
31yp 2 p q 1Ž . p1yp 5 5F 4« q 1 q 2 q « xp 1qpž /2 2 y 1Ž .
for all x g E .1
Ž .Since the function f : E “ E is continuous everywhere if f tx is1 2
continuous in t g R for each fixed x / 0, the following corollary is an
immediate consequence of Example 4 and Corollary 3.
COROLLARY 6. Suppose that a function f : E “ E satisfies the inequality1 2
Ž . Ž .12 for some « G 0 and for all x, y g E . If f tx is continuous in t g R for1
each fixed x g E , then the additi¤e function A: E “ E gi¤en in Theorem 21 1 2
is linear.
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